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Abbreviations
CMT: Charcot-Marie-Tooth
BBS: Biodex Balance System SD
mCTSIB: Modified Clinical Test of Sensory Integration of Balance

Introduction
 Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease is a hereditary genetic dis-
order characterized by peripheral, sensory and motor polyneuropathy 
[1,2]. While it is estimated that the disorder affects approximately 1 in 
1,214 - 2,500 people, the prevalence of the disease has been shown to 
be varied across different population groups in recent literature [3-6]. 
The neuropathy often leads to progressive, symmetrical atrophy of 
the muscles in the limbs. As such, common clinical manifestations 
include foot deformities such as pes cavus, reduced deep tendon re-
flexes, weakening of distal muscles, increased fatigue, postural insta-
bility, dysfunctional gait, sensory impairment and chronic pain [7]. 
Altogether; these symptoms significantly reduce the overall quality of 
life of CMT patients [8-12].

 As a hereditary condition with a complex genetic basis involving 
more than 80 genes, CMT represents a set of genetically heteroge-
neous disorders [13]. The disease is clinically classified into different 
types such as CMT1, CMT2, and CMT4 based on factors like inheri-
tance patters (autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, or X-linked), 
neuropathy type (demyelinating, axonal), and nerve conduction ve-
locity [1,14-18]. Each of these types are further classified into vari-
ous subtypes based on the genes involved [1,14]. The most common 
subtype is CMT1A which involves duplication of the PMP22 gene 
and accounts for approximately 70% of all CMT1 cases and approxi-
mately 50% of all CMT cases [18-21].
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Abstract
Background: Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease is a hereditary 
genetic disorder characterized by peripheral, sensory and motor 
polyneuropathy. Given the lack of curative treatments, manage-
ment of CMT usually involves utilization of rehabilitative therapies 
that help alleviate disease symptoms. Balance impairment has been 
implicated as one of the most significant deterrents of functionality 
and overall quality of life for CMT patients. Hence, it is of significant 
importance to explore effective rehabilitative interventions within this 
context.

Objective: The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of an 8 week home balance training program in im-
proving gait and balance amongst CMT1A patients between the 
ages of 18 and 65.

Design & Setting: An 8 week prospective, single arm, pre and post 
intervention study was conducted at an outpatient neuromuscular 
clinic. 

Participants: Eight participants were enrolled into the study. Pa-
tients at the outpatient neuromuscular clinic made up the sampling 
frame of the study and participants were recruited using a consecu-
tive sampling strategy via email and phone call advertising.

Intervention: An 8-week home balance training program consisting 
of a combination of six balance exercises which were to be carried 

out five days per week for the total study duration of 8 weeks.

Main Outcome Measures: Balance and gait were assessed at study 
entry (baseline), mid-point (week 4), and study exit (week 8) through 
a combination of single leg balance assessments, a 10-metre heel-
to-toe walk test, and static and dynamic balance assessments using 
the Biodex Balance System.

Results: An improvement in overall median scores was observed at 
study exit compared to baseline across all clinical evaluations. The 
improvements observed at both week-4 and at week-8 were statis-
tically significant, when compared to baseline, for the single leg bal-
ance and heel-to-toe walk assessments. The changes in the sway 
index scores noted across all Biodex Balance System assessments 
were relatively modest and not statistically significant.

Conclusion: Our investigation supports the role of at-home, balance 
training in improving gait and balance among CMT1A patients. The 
results and methodological considerations from our study may in-
form future studies in this area. Larger, comparative studies should 
be performed to elucidate the precise short-term and long-term ef-
fects of regular, at-home balance training in CMT disease. 
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 Currently, there is no known cure for CMT disease [22]. Hence, 
at this stage, optimizing the management of CMT involves explora-
tion of rehabilitative techniques and therapies that could mitigate the 
disease symptoms. Balance impairment has been implicated as one of 
the most significant deterrents of functionality and overall quality of 
life in CMT patients given its association with increased risk of falls 
and fall related injuries, decreased daily physical activity, decreased 
physical performance, and reduced balance confidence [23-29]. 
Therefore, it is of significant importance to evaluate the effectiveness 
of therapeutic interventions that could improve gait and balance in 
CMT patients and consequently improve their overall quality of life. 
While a few different disease management strategies have been previ-
ously explored, there is lack of consensus regarding the most optimal 
therapeutic option [22]. Previous studies have supported the utility of 
exercise, including self-directed at-home resistance training, as reha-
bilitative interventions for strength and functional improvements in 
CMT patients [30-32]. However, few studies have investigated the 
role of exercise programs for balance improvement in this patient 
population [33]. Interestingly, while clinicians often recommend the 
regular practice of simple balance exercises at home, the literature 
within this context is limited. Hence, the aim of the our study was to 
evaluate the effectiveness of an 8 week, at-home, static and dynamic 
balance training program in improving gait and balance amongst CM-
T1A at our centre.

Methods
 A prospective single arm, pre and post intervention cohort study 
was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of an eight-week home 
exercise intervention program in improving balance in CMT-1A pa-
tients. Participant balance was assessed at study entry (baseline), mid-
point (week 4), and study exit (week 8) at the neuromuscular clin-
ic. The study was approved by the local Research Ethics Board and 
informed written consent was obtained from each participant before 
enrollment into the study. Patients at an outpatient neuromuscular 
clinic made up the sampling frame of the study and participants were 
primarily recruited using a consecutive sampling strategy via email 
and phone call advertising focused towards the CMT-1A patients at 
the clinic. To be eligible, patients had to be between 18 and 65 years 
of age and have a genetically confirmed diagnosis of CMT-1A. The 
exclusion criteria included being pregnant, and having permanent 
physical disability or long-term immobilization from injury. All in-
terested subjects were screened before enrollment for their physical 
ability to carry out the home exercises safely, and without assistance 
or supervision. 

Intervention
 The home exercise routine consisted of the following balance 
training exercises-one leg balance with eyes open and eyes closed, 
one leg balance with anterior-posterior and medial-lateral leg swings, 
one leg balance with rotating arms (clock like motions), heel-to-toe 
walk, and double leg balance on a BOSU ball. Participants were re-
quired complete these balance exercises five days a week for 8 weeks 
and record their best performance scores on each day in the perfor-
mance tracker that was provided to them to account. The amount of 
time spent on each exercise and the frequency of repetitions were 
specified. A detailed description of the intervention routine is pro-
vided in Supplementary Table 1. Given the risk of falling with 
these exercises, multiple safety measures were put in place. Firstly, 
our preliminary screening process ensured that those enrolled were 

 

physically able to carry out the exercises and take part in this study. 
Secondly, all participants were trained by the research team on how 
to carry out the exercises safely and effectively and a detailed instruc-
tions manual with schematics was provided to each participant for 
reference. 

Outcome Assessment
 Clinical assessment of balance was performed at three time points: 
at baseline (week 0), after 4 weeks of the intervention, and after 8 
weeks of the intervention. All assessments were carried out bare foot. 
The following outcome measures were used to assess the effect of the 
home exercise training routine on balance outcomes.

Single leg balance assessment 

 Single leg balance was evaluated using four standing positions of 
varying difficulties. The four tested standing positions, which were 
also a part of the home-exercise intervention routine, included the one 
leg balance with eyes open (20 seconds), one leg balance with eyes 
closed (20 seconds), single leg balance with anterior-posterior leg 
swings (30 seconds), and single leg balance with lateral leg swings 
(30 seconds). Each test was scored by counting the total number of 
errors in balance accumulated by the participant. Errors included 
stepping off for support or stumbling, and/or using the upper limbs 
for external support. Balance for each leg was assessed individually. 

Heel to toe walk test

 A 10 meter heel-to-toe walk test was conducted to evaluate gait. 
Participants were required to walk in a straight line, across a 10-meter 
stretch, while placing the heel of one foot near the toe of the other 
foot with each step. The total number of incorrect foot placement er-
rors (i.e. number of missteps deviating from the reference line) and 
the deviation distance for each misstep from the reference line were 
recorded. Additionally, the total time taken to complete the 10-meter 
distance was also recorded.

Biodex balance system assessment 

 The Biodex Balance System SD (Biodex Medical Systems, Inc., 
New York, USA) is an electronic balance training and assessment 
platform that has been shown to quantitatively measure both static 
and dynamic balance with high reliability [34]. The Biodex Balance 
System (BBS) particularly measures a participant’s ability to control 
their centre of mass and offers a variety of testing options, involving a 
range of stationary, foamy, and dynamic surface settings, which ulti-
mately allows for a comprehensive assessment of static and dynamic 
balance. For each of its inbuilt tests, the BBS software provides a 
score of sway index along with a breakdown of scores for each of the 
involved components in the assessment. We included the following 
two BBS tests as part of our clinical balance assessment for all partic-
ipants: 

N=16 Median IQR Minimum Maximum

Baseline 4.875 3.38 2.25 17.00

4 weeks 2.750 3.06 1.50 11.75

8 weeks 2.250 1.63 1.00 10.00

Table 1: Median balance error scores for the single leg balance assessment program.
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Postural stability test (Static and Dynamic)

 The BBS static and dynamic postural stability tests involved the 
assessment of postural sway on stable and unstable surfaces respec-
tively. To assess dynamic balance, we used a platform setting of ‘8’ 
for all participants (i.e. a moderately dynamic setting on 6 point scale 
where in 12 represents the minimal platform sway setting and 6 rep-
resents the maximum platform sway setting). For both tests, partic-
ipants were required to stand as still as possible while maintaining  
their centre of mass at the centre of the circular platform, as visually 
indicated by a marker on the screen that depicted the patient’s sway. 
Each condition was tested thrice with each trial lasting 20 seconds 
followed by a 10 second break. For each test, the overall, averaged 
sway index recorded by the BBS was used for analysis. 

Modified Clinical Test of Sensory Integration of 
Balance (mCTSIB)
 The BBS mCTSIB test assessed postural sway across four differ-
ent conditions: (1) with Eyes Open on Firm Surface, (2) with Eyes 
Closed on Firm Surface, (3) with Eyes Open on Foam Surface, and 
(4) with Eyes Closed, Foam Surface. Each condition was assessed 
for 30 seconds followed by a break where participants transitioned 
into the next condition. During conditions 3 and 4, the patients were 
instructed to reposition their feet on a foam mat that was provided by 
the Biodex system. This mat was placed on the circular platform with 
the same markings as those present on the firm surface. For each con-
dition, the participant was required to stand still as possible for the 30 
second test duration, and the overall, averaged sway index recorded 
by the BBS was used for analysis. 

Statistical Methods
 All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Version 
25 statistical package. Descriptive analysis was carried out to assess 
the preliminary distribution of traits within the study sample. All data 
was assessed graphically and statistically for normality of distribution 
prior to analysis. Given the small sample size and non-normal dis-
tribution of data, the non-parametric, related samples Friedman test 
was used to compare within group changes in balance scores across 
the three time points (baseline, week 4, and w eek 8) with post-hoc 
analysis conducted using the Wilcoxon sign rank test for pair wise 
comparisons. The level of statistical significance was set at p<0.05 
for the omnibus test and at p<0.0167 for the post hoc test after the 
Bonferroni correction was made for three independent comparisons. 
Missing data was imputed using the last observation carried forward 
method.

Results
 Eight patients with clinically dialogised CMT1a enrolled into the 
study. The average participant age in the study was 46.38 ± 12.95 
years and female participants represented 62.5% of the sample. After 
enrollment, seven participants completed the study with 8 weeks of 
follow-up, while one female participant was lost to follow up after 
4-weeks due to an unrelated leg injury (i.e. not caused by the exercise 
training in the study). Data for this participant at week 8 was imputed 
using the last observation carried forward method. 

Single leg balance assessment 

 Single leg balance was assessed though four exercises. Balance for  

both the right and left legs were assessed independently and perfor-
mance for each leg was considered separately for analysis (i.e. 16 data 
points for 8 patients). The measure used to assess balance was a count 
of the total number of errors (i.e. use of corrective steps, stumbles, 
use of external support) with a lower score indicating lesser number 
or errors and hence better single leg balance. The performance scores 
for each leg were averaged across all four exercises to determine 
the overall average performance scores per leg for the entire single 
leg balance-testing program, at each time point. Table 1 and figure 1 
summarize the aggregated, overall single leg balance scores at each 
time point.

 An improvement in balance was observed at follow up visits, with 
an overall decline in median number of corrective steps noted at both 
week 4 and week 8 (omnibus p=1.334x10-8). Particularly, post-hoc 
analysis indicated significant improvement at week 4 vs. baseline 
(0.000031), and at week 8 vs. baseline (0.000061). However, the 
change noted at week 8 was not significant when compared to week 4 
(p=0.0183). 

Heel to toe walk test 

 The parameters measured for the test included the total number 
of missteps away from the reference line, the deviation distance from 
the reference line for each misstep, and the total time taken to walk 
the 10m stretch. Based on these data parameters, three customized 
performance metrics were developed and utilized for a comprehen-
sive evaluation of gait. The three metrics included: 1) total step error 
(i.e. the cumulative deviation distance from the reference line for all 
missteps), 2) gait efficiency (i.e. total time x the cumulative deviation 
distance from the reference line for all missteps) and 3) step error 
product (i.e. total number of missteps x the cumulative deviation dis-
tance from the reference line for all missteps). In all cases, a lower 
or reduced score indicates improved balance. Table 2 and figures 2-4 
summarize the aggregated scores at each time point.

 A significant reduction in median scores was observed at follow 
up relative to baseline in all cases (Table 2). The omnibus test noted 
a significant change with respect to the three performance metrics, 
including the total step error, gait efficiency, and step-error product,  

Figure 1: Single Leg Balance Assessment - Performance was assessed across four 
single balance positions and scored by counting the total number of errors in balance 
accumulated by participants. 
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with significance values of 4.57 x 10-4, 4.57 x 10-4, and 2.86 x 10-4 re-
spectively. Post-hoc analysis indicated a significant reduction in step 
error rate (p=0.008), gait efficiency (p=0.008), and step error prod-
uct (p=0.008), at both subsequent follow up visits when compared 
to baseline.

 In comparison, only a slight improvement was observed in the step 
error product at week 8 relative to week 4, while a slight deterioration 
was noted in total step error and gait efficiency. 

 However, the changes observed between week 4 and week 8 were 
non-significant in all cases (p=0.813, 1.000 and 0.625 for total step 
error, gait efficiency, and step error product respectively). 

Biodex balance system assessment 

 The static postural stability, dynamic postural stability, and the 
sensory integration of balance tests, offered by the Biodex Balance 
Assessment system, were conducted at each clinic visit to assess bal-
ance on stable and unstable platforms. The BBS reported aggregate 
sway scores where a lower score indicates higher stability while a 
larger score represents greater amount of postural sway and instabili-
ty. Table 3 and figure 5 summarize the aggregated scores at each time 
point.

 A reduction in median sway scores was noted for the static postur-
al stability test (stable platform condition) at follow-up compared to 
baseline, as assessed by the overall static sway score (Table 3). How-
ever, there was no change in the median noted between follow-up 
visit 2 (week 4) and visit 3 (8 week). The omnibus tested indicated a 
significant change (p=0.039) with the post-hoc analysis revealing a 
statistically significant improvement at week 8 compared to baseline 
(p=0.0156).

N=8 Median IQR Minimum Maximum

Total Step Error 
(cm)

Baseline 48.500 99.725 5.5 148.7

4 weeks 5.000 26.8 0 58.8

8 weeks 7.550 23.5 0 82.0

Gait Efficiency 
(cm*s)

Baseline 2667.000 4372.325 539.0 13680.4

4 weeks 216.450 1744.3 0 2528.4

8 weeks 348.450 968 0 8036.0

Step Error Prod-
uct (cm*mis-

steps)

Baseline 145.500 1437.975 5.5 1933.1

4 weeks 8.000 202.525 0 470.4

8 weeks 7.50 47 0 328.0

Table 2: Median scores for the 10 metre Heel-to-Toe walk test.

Figure 2: Heel-to-Toe Walk Test: Total Step Error - Performance was assessed by 
measuring the cumulative distance deviation distance from the reference line for all 
missteps. 

Figure 3: Heel-to-Toe Walk Test: Gait Efficiency - Performance was assessed by 
factoring in the total time taken to walk the 10-meter distance and the cumulative 
deviation distance from the reference line for all missteps.

Figure 4: Heel-to-Toe Walk Test: Step Error Product - Performance was assessed by 
factoring in the total number of missteps and the cumulative deviation distance from 
the reference line for all missteps. 

N=8 Median IQR Minimum Maximum

Overall Sway 
(Static Postural 

Stability)

Baseline 0.4 0.325 0.2 4.6

4 weeks 0.3 0.175 0.2 0.5

8 weeks 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5

Overall Sway 
(Dynamic Postural 

Stability)

Baseline 1.100 0.6 0.5 1.2

4 weeks 0.700 0.175 0.4 1.7

8 weeks 0.600 0.35 0.3 0.9

Composite Score 
(mCTSIB)

Baseline 1.5050 0.48 1.14 2.14

4 weeks 1.5950 0.28 1.18 1.69

8 weeks 1.4350 0.4 1.13 1.68

Table 3: Median error scores for the Biodex balance assessments.
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 Similarly, a reduction in median sway scores was observed in dy-
namic postural stability performance (unstable platform condition) at 
follow-up visits compared to baseline, as assessed by the overall dy-
namic sway score. Nonetheless, the treatment effect did not reach the 
statistical significance for the omnibus test (p=0.0503). 

 In the mCTSIB test, deterioration in postural sway was noted after 
4 weeks compared to baseline. This was assessed by the composite 
score, which provided aggregated scores from four-test conditions 
- eyes open firm surface, eyes closed firm surface, eyes open foam 
surface, eyes closed foam surface. After 8 weeks, however, an im-
provement was observed relative to both baseline and week 4. How-
ever, statistical significance was not achieved for the omnibus test 
(p=0.103). 

Discussion
 In this study, we investigated the role of an extended, at-home 
balance training intervention in improving gait and balance amongst 
eight patients with genetically confirmed CMT1A disease. An im-
provement in overall gait and balance was observed at study exit com-
pared to baseline across all clinical evaluations. Particularly, for most 
assessments, a remarkable portion of the of the improvement was not-
ed within the first four weeks of carrying out the home exercises, as 
opposed to between week 4 and week 8 wherein the amount of change 
was relatively modest. The improvements observed after both week-4 
and week-8 were statistically significant, when compared to baseline, 
for the single leg balance and heel-to-toe walk assessments. 

 Interestingly, the BBS mCTSIB assessment and the heel-to-toe 
assessments of gait efficiency and total step error showed slightly 
different trends. The mCTSIB scores indicated a slight deterioration 
between baseline and week 4 while the gait efficiency and total step 
error scores indicated deterioration between week 4 and week 8. Nev-
ertheless, despite minor deteriorations, significant improvements in 
scores were noted at study exit, when compared to baseline, in all of 
these cases. In comparison, however, none of the changes observed 
between week 4 and week 8 met the Bonferroni threshold for statis-
tical significance. Similarly, none of the changes in the sway index 
scores observed across all the BBS assessments met the threshold for 
statistical significance for the omnibus test. However, this may be at-
tributed to the lack of sufficient power. In any case, given that notable  

improvements in median scores was noted across these tests, a viable 
intervention effect may still be considered and further explored in fu-
ture investigations. 

 Given its negative impact on overall quality of life, balance impair-
ment has been deemed a critical patient important outcome of CMT 
disease [23]. Recent research has suggested that 86% of individuals 
with CMT have reported falling or having near fall experiences, with 
29.9% reporting falling once a month while 14% reporting falling as 
frequently as once a week [27]. Indeed, distal muscle weakness has 
been implicated as a critical contributing factor [35-37]. But while 
some studies have investigated the effect of exercise interventions on 
muscle strength in CMT1A patients, the literature on the role of ex-
ercise training within the context of balance improvement is limited 
[30-33]. In a previous study, Matjacic et al. evaluated the impact of 
a 12-day dynamic balance training and muscle strengthening inter-
vention in patients that had hereditary sensory motor neuropathy, and 
elucidated the potential role of dynamic balance training in balance 
improvement [33]. Similarly, Kobesova et al. evaluated the effect of 
a 3-week intensive inpatient rehabilitation program in a CMT patient 
and reported significant improvements in gait and balance [38]. In this 
context, our study investigated the effect of an extended (8-week) at-
home, static and dynamic balance training intervention. Based on the 
results of our study, extended, at-home, balance training appears as a 
promising candidate in improving gait and balance and it may offer 
benefits similar to onsite, supervised rehabilitative exercise programs. 

 Our study has several strengths. Firstly, we were able to perform 
a comprehensive assessment of balance and gait through the use of 
various quantitative clinical measures including static and dynamic 
balance tests, a walk test, and assessments using the Biodex Balance 
System. Secondly, the intervention plan we used was comprehensive, 
including a range of exercises for unilateral and bilateral, static and 
dynamic balance components. Our intervention was also appropriate-
ly tailored for our target population group, allowing the participants to 
carry out the exercises at home without professional support or super-
vision. Apart from that, we were able to test the effect of a relatively 
long-term physical intervention (8-weeks) with continuous follow-up 
and a high degree of compliance.  Limitations of our study include 
a small sample size (N=8) which is insufficiently powered to detect 
subtle interventional effects and impacts the generalizability of the re-
sults. Our study also did not include a control group or account for po-
tential confounding variables, which consequently limited out ability 
to assess the effect of the intervention independent of other modifiable 
factors. Furthermore, participant performance in this case may have 
been susceptible to potential practice effect given the repeated mea-
sures study design. Lastly, since the balance assessments in the clinic 
required a significant amount of focus for completion with minimal 
error, concentration level on the day of the clinic appointment may 
have also had an impact.  

Conclusion
 In conclusion, our investigation supports the role of an at-home, 
static and dynamic, balance training program in improving gait and 
balance amongst CMT1A patients. To the best of our knowledge, this 
is one of the few studies that has addressed the effect of an extended, 
at-home balance training intervention amongst CMT1A patients. Giv-
en the limited amount of research evidence on the role of home exer-
cise in CMT1A, the results of our investigation highlight a potential  

Figure 5: Biodex Balance System Assessments - Performance was assessed across 
three different testing conditions including tests of static postural stability, dynamic 
postural stability, and the Modified Clinical Test of Sensory Integration of Balance 
(mCTSIB). 
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therapeutic avenue that should be further explored within this clinical 
context. Our study further presents a uniquely tailored intervention 
strategy and a comprehensive outcome assessment approach which 
may help inform future studies in this area. Further studies, includ-
ing large scale prospective cohort studies and RCTs with extended 
follow-up, should be conducted to elucidate the precise short-term 
and long-term effects of regular, at-home balance training in CMT 
disease. 
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